
November 25, 2020

Re: NEC 56th & Tower 
Denver, CO

BID ADDENDUM #04

To: Bidding Contractors

The bidding documents shall include the following information. 

Clarifications: 
 AIA A201 15.1.6 shall be modified as follows:  “…notice by the observing party shall be given 

to the other party promptly before conditions are disturbed and in no event later than 10 2 
days after first observance of the conditions.”

Additional items attached: 
 Allowance for Winter Protection Exhibit dated 11.25.20 

Issued By:

Karen Levitt Ortiz

Cc: Mitch Lorenz 
Dana Dragon 



ALLOWANCE FOR WINTER PROTECTION/CONDITIONS = $25,000

Evergreen’s standard agreements AIA A102, A201, as modified define how the Contractor shall 

request and use project Allowances.  All notices of any weather related delay shall be provided 

by Contractor to Owner within 2 days per modified paragraph 15.1.6 of AIA A201.

Definition of Winter Protection/Conditions:

Term that generally refers to all methods to protect construction activities from the cold, rain, 

snow and ice. Winter protection is inclusive of such things as, but not limited to: 

A) Grading operations in phases

B) Placement of a protective materials to keep sub-grade layer from excess moisture

C) Additives (lime, cement…) to soil allowing for grading work to continue

D) Adjustments to grade elevations during winter months to prevent excess damage to 

final subgrades and/or finished pads, i.e. “crowning” to assist w/ slope

E) Designated construction access routes to minimize traffic throughout the site

F) Hot water for concrete mixes

G) Additives to accelerate and stop concrete from freezing

H) Winter protection blankets to keep the concrete from freezing

I) Heating applications such as propane heaters

J) Sanding of the perimeter

K) Snow plowing

L) Any item that is specific to the winter cold and snow. 

Contractors must schedule their projects in accordance with the weather conditions in mind, to 

allow the proper financial preparation for operations in the winter.  The Work during the winter 

months may cause delays and inefficiency.  All of these conditions cause an increase in cost on 

the project and must be anticipated by the Contractor when first preparing and submitting the 

initial Proposal, as well as, identified by change order,  requiring the use of any measures to 

continue the Work due to adverse winter weather conditions.  The proper management of the 

winter protection costs on the project are extremely important to the Owner and Contractor 

for success on the project.  

Winter protection should be an allowance that is carried by all Bidders bidding the project.  

$25,000 shall be carried within the General Conditions/Requirements DIV. 00/01 of the Bid 

Schedule of Values and only used after agreed upon by Owner after a justification is submitted 

to Owner documenting what the winter weather delay is, why additional funds are needed and 

how they are being used.

The budgeted amount for winter conditions is a balance of cost verses schedule.  How much 

should be spent during winter months to keep work moving vs. pushing work out to the spring 

months at a “normal” cost?  End dates/delivery dates need to be considered within the project 

construction schedule.



While not every consequence of weather can be prevented, Contractor’s project team will take 

steps to help avoid costly setbacks and reduce or even eliminate the budget impact.  Contractor 

shall provide a narrative on how it manages adverse weather conditions and how it utilizes 

Allowance Funds specifically set aside for these project costs.
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